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QUESTION: 1
Which utility is included on the SmartStart CD?

A. Array Configuration Utility
B. Fibre Channel Setup Utility
C. Standby Recovery Server
D. System Reset Utility
E. RBSU

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
The kernel usually recognizes the correct amount of memory, however, sometimes the
kernel does not recognize all of the memory (RAM) installed in a system. Which command
allows you to check the installed memory?

A. cat /mem/meminfo
B. cat /memory
C. cat /proc/meminfo
D. cat /proc/info

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
Which command returns the version of the kernel that the system is currently running?

A. ver -x
B. version -f
C. uname -f
D. kname -f

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
What information can be found in the /proc/scsi/scsi file?
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A. SCSI controllers installed in the system
B. ide devices attached to the system
C. SCSI devices attached to the system
D. SCSI RAID array controllers installed in the system

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
Under the Linux OS, how do you reference a SCSI tape drive?

A. /dev/st0
B. /dev/nrst0
C. /dev/rft0
D. /dev/nrft0

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6
Which command line argument can you use to determine if Linux recognizes the SCSI tape
drive?

A. less /etc/scsi/scsi
B. less /dev/scsi/scsi
C. less /proc/scsi/scsi
D. less /var/scsi/scsi

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
The simplest way to store information on a tape is to use the TAR utility. Which command
can be used to list the contents of the TAR file on the tape?

A. mt /dev/tape status
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